Find a way to live your baptismal covenant today.

Mosiah 18:11

DISCUSSION?
What part of the Gospel makes you want to clap your hands in joy?

the CHALLENGE
Find a way to live your baptismal covenant today.

Mosiah 19:4

DISCUSSION?
Who is one of your most favorite Book of Mormon Heroes?

the CHALLENGE
Try to emulate your hero’s greatest characteristic today.

Mosiah 20:11

DISCUSSION?
What is worth fighting for in your life?

the CHALLENGE
Focus on your fight today.

Mosiah 23:28

DISCUSSION?
When is a time when faith has hushed your fears?

the CHALLENGE
Find one way to strengthen your faith today.

Mosiah 24:16

DISCUSSION?
What blessings are you waiting on right now?

the CHALLENGE
Name one lesson you have learned in the waiting.

If you want to add more to your chats, there are devotionals for each of these cards found in the book: DON’T MISS THIS in the Book of Mormon – Exploring One Verse from Every Chapter. Sold at Deseret Book.